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Meaningful Insights, the first
step to knowing your customers



The way large enterprises manage and engage with consum-
ers is changing in the digital world. Consumer interactions 
are becoming increasingly social, mobile, personal, creative 
and collaborative.Customers are more discerning and 
impatient, but they can also be loyal and profitable. 

Businesses that succeed in capitalizing on customer 
behavioral changes will be positioned to outperform their 
peers. Every consumer-facing organization must shift focus 
from operational customer management to strategic 
customer insights.  It is important to deliver a personalized 
cross-channel experience with seamless integration across 
all touch points―including smart phones, social networking, 
web, kiosk and traditional channels like call centers, stores
and branches.  

Customer experience is directly connected to
bottom-line results. The starting point is to study the most 
profitable customer segments and then determine the 
economics of promoters and detractors within those 
segments. Potential investments can then be proposed and 
evaluated  to profitably improve the experience of these 
customer segments.

Understanding consumer behavior: Six dimensions of enquiry

 What do customers want?
 What needs do they have?
 How do these change over time?

 What elements influence 
     the shoppers?
 How do these elements 
     impact customers   
     over time?
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Industry Trends

Leading enterprises are responding to changing customer 
demands by adopting next-generation solutions centered 
on social network engagement, cross-channel orchestra-
tion, customer segmentation, real-time offers and loyalty 
programs. 

The focus is on platforms that enable enterprises to 
transact, analyze transactions and foster collaboration 
between customers, employees and partners. There is a 
shift from ‘broad brush’ marketing to highly targeted 
marketing; The focus is on improving cross-channel 
interaction leveraging a wide range of Internet channels,  
introducing social media interaction and support for 
next-generation devices. 

 What factors influence  
     customers to repeat?
 How does this repeat  
     behavior change 
     over time?

 How do customers  
     use the product      
     purchased?
 How does the usage  
     behavior change 
     over time?

 How do customers buy?
 What buying behaviors  
     do they exhibit?
 What categories /  
     products do they use to  
     satisfy their needs?
 How does their buying  
     behavior change over  
     time?

 How do customers  
     search for information?
 How does the informa-   
     tion search behavior  
     change over time?
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Solution description

The Mindtree Customer Insights solution leverages 
cutting-edge trend analysis and integrates it with KPIs, 
dashboards, data models and analytical algorithms to help 
enterprises deliver the perfect experience across all 
customer touchpoints. 

Mindtree’ solution delivers a consistent brand experience 
and enables enterprises to shift their viewpoint from 
operational customer management to strategic customer 
insights, thereby delivering a rich, personalized experience. 
The solution helps consumer-facing enterprises make the 
next move in analytics and customer insights. It takes 

marketing, loyalty, sales and customer-facing initiatives to 
the next level by leveraging all the interaction channels 
including smartphones, social networking, web, kiosk, and 
the more traditional channels like call centers, stores and 
branches.

The Mindtree Customer Insights solution leverages
cutting-edge trend analysis and integrates it with KPIs,
dashboards, data models and analytical algorithms built on 
the SAP HANA platform integrated with SAP Predictive 
Analytics and Lumira visualization suite.
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Benefits

Process Analyze

- Extract conversations from    
   various source
- Internal / Enterprise
- Call center transcripts
- Surveys / Polls
- Market research reports
- Email / Chats
- Direct feedback
- Web sources
- External sources e.g. -  
  Analysts, news social buzz

- Integrated view of customer needs, feedback (solicited and unsolicited)
- Deriving patterns and unmet needs to drive new growth initiatives
- Cost effective use of the right channel at the right time to the right audience

- Categorize, analyze and  
   process contents
- Clustering
- Summarization
- Customer analysis across   
   the customer lifecycle
- Customer analysis across  
  different channels

- Decipher actionable  
   insights and share across  
   enterprise
- Trend analysis
- Competitive analysis
- Adhoc reports and analysis
- Customer spend analytics
- Marketing effectiveness  
  analytics
- Cross sell, upsell analysis
- Sentiment detection
- Survey analytics
- Affinity analytics
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The way large enterprises manage and engage with consum-
ers is changing in the digital world. Consumer interactions 
are becoming increasingly social, mobile, personal, creative 
and collaborative.Customers are more discerning and 
impatient, but they can also be loyal and profitable. 

Businesses that succeed in capitalizing on customer 
behavioral changes will be positioned to outperform their 
peers. Every consumer-facing organization must shift focus 
from operational customer management to strategic 
customer insights.  It is important to deliver a personalized 
cross-channel experience with seamless integration across 
all touch points―including smart phones, social networking, 
web, kiosk and traditional channels like call centers, stores
and branches.  

Customer experience is directly connected to
bottom-line results. The starting point is to study the most 
profitable customer segments and then determine the 
economics of promoters and detractors within those 
segments. Potential investments can then be proposed and 
evaluated  to profitably improve the experience of these 
customer segments.

Mindtree Customer Insights Solution landscape

Industry Trends

Leading enterprises are responding to changing customer 
demands by adopting next-generation solutions centered 
on social network engagement, cross-channel orchestra-
tion, customer segmentation, real-time offers and loyalty 
programs. 

The focus is on platforms that enable enterprises to 
transact, analyze transactions and foster collaboration 
between customers, employees and partners. There is a 
shift from ‘broad brush’ marketing to highly targeted 
marketing; The focus is on improving cross-channel 
interaction leveraging a wide range of Internet channels,  
introducing social media interaction and support for 
next-generation devices. 

Solution description

The Mindtree Customer Insights solution leverages 
cutting-edge trend analysis and integrates it with KPIs, 
dashboards, data models and analytical algorithms to help 
enterprises deliver the perfect experience across all 
customer touchpoints. 

Mindtree’ solution delivers a consistent brand experience 
and enables enterprises to shift their viewpoint from 
operational customer management to strategic customer 
insights, thereby delivering a rich, personalized experience. 
The solution helps consumer-facing enterprises make the 
next move in analytics and customer insights. It takes 

Mindtree's approach to customer insights delivers the sales and marketing results that companies need to thrive. 
Our framework covers six areas of insight:

Find the potential
Value segments based on profitability

Discover who to offer it to
Actionable micro segmentation

Identify what to offer
Behavioral segments

Plan when to offer it
Propensity analytics

Discover how to offer it
Demographic segments

Decide where to offer it
Distribution channel optimization

marketing, loyalty, sales and customer-facing initiatives to 
the next level by leveraging all the interaction channels 
including smartphones, social networking, web, kiosk, and 
the more traditional channels like call centers, stores and 
branches.

The Mindtree Customer Insights solution leverages
cutting-edge trend analysis and integrates it with KPIs,
dashboards, data models and analytical algorithms built on 
the SAP HANA platform integrated with SAP Predictive 
Analytics and Lumira visualization suite.
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Mindtree Customer Insights offerings

We further increase the value of our analysis through customer insights accelerators which comprise customer data set, 
next-generation analytics definition and implementation, a customer-centric dashboard, and a model for customer 
intelligence-based planning.

Salient features

 Enables enterprises to deliver a superior customer experience for higher perceived brand value and loyalty
 Delivers a 360-degree customer view
 Cross-channel process orchestration
 Delivers enhanced support for self service reporting through advanced visualization
 Enables multidimensional integration with social networks for higher customer engagement
 Powerful segmentation functionality 
 Permits closed-loop analytics for marketing expenditure accountability
 Enables solutions for specific loyalty and customer experience management (CEM) pain points 
 Pre-built accelerators for faster implementation and lower TCO

Information Insight Plan Action

Customer data set Assessment / 
roadmap

Visualization Contextual data

Customer master 
data setup and 
management - 
unified view of 
customer

- Evaluation of solution for customer intelligence
- Customer data model
- KPI definition for customer-centric enterprises with data model
- Analytics model for customer intelligence-based planning - integration of analytics 
  and planning

- Next generation BI -  
  definition and   
  implementation
- Enterprise KPI   
  definition and   
  enablement

Customer centric 
dashboard

- Data / intelligence   
  for better customer 
  interaction and   
  engagement
- Analytics based   
  business activity   
  management
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Key differentiators

100+ 
Attributes

100+ 
KPIs

50+ 
Visualization
catalogues

5+ 
Predictive 
algorithms


